
Lear Matt, 	 11/13/91  
Thanks for your thoughtfulness in sending the Daily Express= article. 
Not much to it. No specifics at all. There is no credibility to her claim to 

iii.4ve been JFK's bagwoman. There is no reason to believe he needed one or had one. 
But if his campaign had had any such need he is the last person who would have 
had any knowledge and he'd have been kept in the dark. Moreover, it was not the mafia 
that delivered tie Chicago vote. Ig was Boss Daley. The GOPs made no complaint be-
cause they'd stolen the vote downstate in 'llinotus.) 

We, I am happy to say, have a now copien and like it. raster, quieter, better. 
You ask what is new. Of what I know, only on "liver :Acme and at least two 

magazines that are doing stories related to him but on the conspiracy theories. 
The Post's Charles Freund i.e doing one for McCalle and a nan whose name I'Ve for- 

gotten is doing on for either Playboy or Penthouse.(07 4/ wan /q.) 

The !lYTimes of 11/7 carried an interview with' 	In lohich he admitted he is 
---r■ I "scared." Warners engaged the door-opener/fdocers at Hill & Know ton whose Frank 

f“Lnkiewicz is handling Oliver to try to persuade the major media that he is not a 
nutty irresponsible rewriting history. although it had been reported that Stone was short 
on time - he worried about having a single print in time for the awards deadline of 
12/13 and about having 000 prints in theaters for the 12/20 scheduled opening.ride did 
fly to Washington mama where for 36 hours, as the Post put it, he took his meals with 
senior reporters and bureau chiefs of the to media. For him to do thd indicates he 
is scared! I've heard of no story on it and that may not have been his purpose. But 
if you add flying time to those 36 hours he took much time he did not have to spare 
for his trying to influence the major media. I doubt he mentioned my name. No reporter 
has called me about it. The Post's reporter went up to hiss and said,"I heard you are a 
friend of George Lardner's." He shook mei and was clearly upset, close to out of con-
trol. So, if nothing else, an enfeebled oldster has taught him a lesson he'll not Boon 
forget. and, perhaps his unexpected education is not yet complete. 

This is one of the built-in hazards in dealing with the conspiracy theories. There 
-tVtg- is so much that is know that their exponents don't know, won't and can't tlee the time 

to learn, and in time, if they did not know it to begin with, they find out that they 
have nothing but trouble and worry. 

I've been glitaxa given a coi,y of aohn Pilger's diece in T4e Now Statesman. I've 
ti written it and him. I knew him in New Orleans and Dallas. His piece was lzffery-tasA 

based on the house organ's (Garrison's book's) puffery of atone and false criticism of 
those who criticized zitone....We are OK, hopeI ou all are, and that we all have a 
happy holiday season ahead. Our best, 
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